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You have two sides one out in the field and one in.
Each man that 1 s in the side that's in goes out and
when he 1 s out he comes in and the next man goes in
until he 1 s out.
When they are all out, the side that 1 s out comes in
and the side that 1 s been in goes out, and tries to
get those coming in outo
Sometimes you get men still in and not out.
When both sides have been in and out including
not outs,
Then thats the end
Hozat!
On the NZCC office wall
(from Wisden)
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INTRODUCTION
Cricket:

''Open air game played with ball, bats and wickets
between two sides of eleven players each".
(Concise Oxford Dictionary)

Cricket is possibly one of the mo.st .complicated games played for recreation in the world today, with its li:om'J_Dle;x:
rules and techniques.
It is also perhaps the most long-winded and
(on first glance) the most boring game ever conceived.
As my father said while watching
the third test a.gainst England earlier this year - 11cricket is an exercise in sloth really 11 •
Fifteen men or women stand for hours in a paddock.
Two stand in front of sticks stuck in
the ground, while 11 others gather round them.
One of the 11 comes running in with a hard
piece of leather in his /her hand, and when close enough throws said piece of leather at one
of the people standing in front of the sticks, who in turn tries to hit the piece of leather, or
ball, as hard as possible and run for the sticks placed 22 yards (20 m) away.
One of the
10 people then chases the ball, and onQe caught throws it back to the centre of the paddock.
The person holding the ball is called a bowler, the person in front of the 3 sticks (or stumps
or wickets) a batsman, and the 10 others, who chase the ball, fielders.
The ground on
which they play is called the pitch, or wicket, and the two spare people are the umpires.
"The game continued.
The bowler approached the wicket
at a lope, a trot, and then a run.
He suddenly exploded
in a flurry of arms and legs, out of which flew a ball.
The batsman swung and thwacked it behind him over the
sight screens." (Adams, 1982, p23).
Douglas Adams 1 s description adequately sums up the game's two main facets.
The first is
a fielding side, with two or more people in this side who are able to bowl.
The second
are two people willing (or in some cases brave enough) to stand in front of the wickets and
try to hit the ball once it's left the bowlers hand.

Memories of matches
lost and won·,
0£ summer afternoons
and sun,
Of many a doughty
innings played,
Of catches m.i ssed and
c·atches made.
Alfred Cochrane
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The third area which Douglas Adams touched on is the wicket (or pitch).
It could be
argued that this las..t component is the most essential part of the game because you
obviously need somewhere to play cricket, but more importantly, how a pitch performs can
often effect the outcome of the game.
A pitch should be fast and with some si.deways
n"le>vem(mt for the seam and spin bowlers.
Also ·it needs something fol'l the batsmen so
that they can score the runs, - 11 the opportunity to put a bit in, to get a bit out 11 •
Often the problem is that the people who prepare the pitches are unaware of the intricacies
involved in its preparation, particularly in school and club cricket where the pitch leaves
a lot to be desired.
The other facet of the game that needs to be dealt with before a
ball can be bowled is administration, for without the club secretaries or New Zealand
Executive Controller, no games can be organised or played.

When the cricket
season was over
I felt a d~ep sadness.
It ~as
like the end of
harvest.
Alison Uttley

In New Zeal and cricket is administered by the New Zealand Cricket Council for the men
and the New Zealand Womens Cricket Council for the women.
The country is divided
into various associations for the first class games who each administer cricket within
their respective boundaries.
Within the first class or J;najor associations there are miuo:~;
associations, such as the North Canterbury Cricket Association or Ashburton CountY
Cricket Association.
Within each minor association there are sub associations, such as
the Ellesmere Sub-Association, and within these are the many clubs.
Obviously, though,
cricket didn't just appear one day, it was developed over a period of centuries to the game
we know to-day.
Originating about the 12th century using tree stumps as wickets, it
slowly became popular with the masses, and indeed royalty.

The game has now taken on a distinctly commercial aspect, with professionals playing
cricket all year round, partly in England and partly here at home.
It is ironic, though,
with the recent fuss over Kerry Packer's one-day circus and the wearing of the coloured
11
pyjamas 11 that the game originated with teams wearing at least a coloured ribbon in their
hair, and at most a complete coloured outfit, to distinguish the teams.
Not only that,
but also most games were one day affairs.
So perhaps it is only fair that this is one
direction that the new game of cricket is venturing into. For it certainly is different to
even the beginning of this century.

It is the aim, therefore, of this dissertation, to answer three questions ?-bout .cJ.:ic•k\3t.
First, why do people play cricket?
Thus look at cricket in its historic
perspective to discover where it originated and its development throughout
the years.
Second, how do people become involved in cricket?
The administration o£
cricket, both internationally and domestically, including club cricket, and
the third question, and perhaps the most important - how do you prepare a
pitch so that it is the best available on which to play cricket?
The other areas that are looked at are the main techniques involved in cricket which are
explained in the glossary, and finally a short discussion on the game 1 s future, in light of
the recent changes within cricket.

It is hoped that this work will do more than gather dust in a library, but act as a guide
to groundsmen and women who have the difficult task of preparing the cricket pitch for
the local school or club, or even a Shell series game or international match.

I tend to believe
that cricket is the
greatest thing that
God ever created
on earth.
Harold Pinter
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CHAPTER

ONE

Cricket in its historic perspective,

Lord's and the
Oval truly mean
Zenith of hardwon fame,
But it was just
a village green
Mothered and
made the game.
G. D. Martineau

The origins of cricket are unclear, but English historians are quite adament that it started in England around the 12th century.
It is thought that the earliest form of the game was
likely to have developed from what was called 11bittle battle 11 where dairymaids defended their
milk stools with their 11 bittles 11 (wooden milk bowls).
The first bat was probably a branch o
shepherds crook, and indeed the word cricket may well have developed from 11c ryce 11 which
is an angle Saxon word meaning "shepherds staff".
The wickets were tree stumps (hence
the word) and the balls stones.
(Elphinstone, 1985).
A document in the Bodleian Library
dated 1344 shows a nun holding a ball, while a monk waits to strike it.
In the background
are two monks and two nuns waiting to catch the ball.
This illustration shows how cricket
or a form of it, had spread to all quarters (Hayhoe Flint. & Rheinberg, 1976),
The earliest written reference to cricket was in the early l300 1 s when an item in King
Edward 1st wardrobe accounts recorded an item of his S<!)n 1·s cricket wear .(Wisden, 1978),
and also of Prince Edward playing 11creag 11 (Neely, et al., 1985, Johnston, 1972).
Later Edward IV outlawed "hands in and hands out 11 as it was then called, because it
interfered with the masses archery practice, which was important to the country's defence
at that stage, (Elphinstone, 1985 ),
The first definite reference to cricket was in 1598(c ).
It refers to one John Derwick
"playing at c rickett 11 (sic) whilst studying at the "Free School of Guildfo rd 11 (Johnston, 1972,
Wisden, 197 8).
The sport though, was still under threat from politicians of the day,
with Cromwell banning cricket on the Lords day, and also in Ireland, where all "sticks 11 and
balls were to be burned by the hangmanA
(Wisden 1978, Neely 1985, Johnston, 1972),
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After the Restoration cricket began to return to favour, particularly with the
aristocracy, many of whom began gambling on the game 1 s outcome {Johnston, 1972, Hayhoe
Flinit & Rheinberg, 1976).
The first recorded game was in 1646 at Coxh~ath in Kent
{Wisden, 1978).
It was during this period that matches became more common between the
counties of Kent, Surrey, Sussex and London, with the first county match between Kent and
London in 1709 {ibid, 1978).
By this time royalty had again become keen on the game.
Frederick, Prince of Wales was in fact president of the London club, which in 1744 drew
up the first laws of cricket {ibid, 197 8).
Unfortunately Frederick was killed due to his love
of cricket, for in 175l<he was struck on the head by a ball and incurred an internal abscess
{Neely, 1985, Elphinstone, 1985).
At this stage cricket was chiefly a country game, centred mainly around the Hambledon
. Club in Kent., which formed in.Q767(c} (Wisden, 1978), but towards the end of the century the
game moved to London and in 1787 the White Conduit Club changed its name to the·
Marylebone Cricket Club {MCC) (Neely 1985, ibid 1978~ Johnston, 1972), after· one of the·
White Conduit members encouraged Thomas Lord {who was tenant of a public house in
Marylebone Road) to develop and manage a cricket ground.
After a number of sites were
developed he finally came upon the present site of Lords Cricket Ground in St. Johns Wood,
London {Neely, 1985).
The MCC soon became confident enough that it revised and published a new set of
rules for cricket in 1816, thus establishing itself as the head of the cricket world, and
making Lords its
Mecca.
In 1846 William Clarke gathered together ''the eleven of England 11 .and set out ona
tour of England ·with his professional cricketers.
Clarke's team would play wherever a
purse was offered, wet or fine, and against whichever club offered.
(Neely 1985).
Other ·''travelling cricketers" later started up, and two or three teams toured the
country throughout the year.
This gave rise not only to professionalism, but also gave
young players such as W. G. Grace the chance to establish themselves in cricket, and perhaps the opportunity of also becoming professionals.
From England cricket spread to
wherever the Union Jack was flown, growing most popular in South A £rica, Australia,
New Zealand, West Indies, India and Pakistan.
Regular tours between England and

Jack Hobbs ''the
master 11
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Australia were started in the mid nineteenth century, both considering the other as the
11
Great Enemy 11 , contesting the famed Ashes.

Gone for ever are
the days when we
and Australia
thought that we
were the only
people who could
really play
cricket!
Sir Pelham Warne

This was the state of cricket in England when the first settlers arrived in New Zealand.
Over-arm bowling had just been established as t):le accepted way to bowl, and
England was soon to lose its first test match against a foreign side, and thus starting
the Ashes series between England and Australia.
Now regular test matches are held
between six of the seven test playing sides (the seventh is South Africa) and England and
Australia find they are no longer the greatest teams in the world.

New Zeal and Cricket
New Zealand was settled in the mid 19th century, largely by the lower classes of
English society.
They brought' with them part of their Victorian way of life, which included cricketo
Charles Darwin in 183 5 commented on freed Maori slaves and Missionaries
playing cricket in the Bay of Islands which shows that cricket did arrive early (Neely, 1985)
The first newspaper report of cricket was also in the Bay of Islands in 1841.
The first
·fully reporte·d game was in Nelson three years later.
(Brittenden, 1983 ).
But during these early years of settlement, the major problem. was transport, and
until this was improved games were largely between groups of friends.
The first interprovincial match was not until 1859-60, when the· Auckland team travelled by steamer to
Wellington.
(Neely, 1985, Brittenden, 1983).
In Dunedin the first game was held on the present Octagon site between married and
single men .in 1848, but in the 1870 1 s the Carisbrook swamp was drained and the cricket
ground developed.
Christchurch played their first match in Hagley Park in 1851, to
mark the first ten years of settlement.
Lancaster Park was developed in the 1880 1 s,
mainly because an entrance charge could be made, whereas this could not be done at
Hagley Park as it was a Government Reserve.
(Neely 1985, Shatter, 1974).
Wellington's cricket development began with the formation of the Wellington Cricket
Club in 1849 and a match was arranged on the flat land at Te Aro.
The Basin Reserve
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was developed after the 1855 earthquake had reclaimed the land in the Basin Reserve ; ,region.
But it wasn 1t until 1878 that the Basin was finally ready for its first cricket match.
(Neely, 1985).
Auckland began as early as 1845 when a small but dedicated crowed turned up on
Bosworth Field to play a five-a-side· cricket match.
The first cricket ground was developed by the English troops at Albert Park, but when this land became needed for development,
the present site at Eden Park was drained (Neely, 1985).
The first touring side to come to New Zealand was George Parr 1 s "All England 11 11
who were invited by a Dunedin hotellier in 1864.
They took part in a tournament between
Southland, Otago and Canterbury.
The English side won most of the matches and thus
the tournament.
(Neely 1985· ,• Bri. ttenden, 1983 ).
Nelson was the first to form a
Cricket Association and did so in 1874.
Wellington formed one a year later, Otago .in
1876, Canterbury in 1878 and Auckland, the last of the bunch in 1881,
(Brittenden, 1983).
The first Australian tour was in 1877/78 and in 1879 Canterbury toured across the Tasman.
(Ibid 1 983 ).
In the next few years, until the New Zealand Cricket Council was formed, regular
visits by England and Australia occurred, playing against 15, 18 or 2Z opponents.
The
New Zealand Cricket Council was formed in 1894 in Christchurch, where it has remained
ever since.
New Zealand was admitted to the Imperial Cricket Conference (now the
Internatio-n al Conference) in 1926 and played its first official test against England in 192 9,
(ibid 1985, ibid 1983 ).
But it was not until 1956 that New Zealand won its first test
match (against the West Indies) and it was another five years be fore its first overseas
win (against South Africa).
The first te·st rubber was won in 1969 against Pakistan
(Neely 1985, Brittenden 19S3i)1•
Since then New Zealand 1 s cricket:ing prowess has increased dramatically and since 1980 New Zealand has not lost a test rubber at home.
Overseas New Zealand defeated Australia last season and has just returned from its most
successful tour of England not losing any games and winning the test rubber.
(Neely 1985,
Brittenden 1982 and 1983 ).
Domestically six major Ass.ociations now compete each year in a round robin contest
for the Shell Cup and Shell Trophy.
The plunket Shield (given by Governor General
Plunket in 1905) is now contested in every inter-Island match (Neely 1985, Brittenden 1983).

Jeremy Coney, during
his innings at Trent
Bridge this year
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For the Minor Associations the Hawke Cup is competed for on a challenge basis.
cup was given by Lord Hawke in 1910 and is now the U-Bix Cup.

This

From its humble beginnings, cricket in New Zealand has grown both in popularity
and strength some people arguing that New Zealand 1 s cricket team is now second only to
the West Indies, and our recent test series victories would help to reinforce this view.
Perhaps by next March New Zealand will be the best in the world.

Womens Cricket
Womens cricket originated from the same source as mens cricket, but it seems likely
that the women were not encouraged to play the sport because of its so-called 11masculine
nature 11 •
By the same token women have been playing cricket for just as long as the men,
and have had quite a profound effect on the game.

.....

_

Penny Kinsella of Central
Districts

The first recorded game took place at Gosdan Common near Guildford, Surr·ey in 1745.
The match was between the Bramley 11maidens 11 and the Hambleton 11maids 11 ,
Each wore
coloured ribbons to distinguish them. (Hayhoe Flint & Rheinberg, 1976).
For the next half
century or more womens cricket games were largely arr:anged for festive occasions and
competitions between villages rather than between clubs as the mens cricket games were at
this stage..
But most games were treated seriously by both men and women, often with
gambling and fighting over the results •
(Ibid 1976 ) •

It took a century before womens cricket was finally treated with the seriouness it
deserved, for in 1887 the White Heather Club was formed, largely by aristocratic ladies
who enjoyed cricket.
The White Heather Club continued to function as a club until i 950
when it was decided to fold the club up·due to lack of members.
Reunions were held
each year until the numbers declined and in 1957 it was decided to close the club completely.
The other advance in w omens c.ricket was in 1890 when ''the original English lady
cricketers 11 was formed.
This was a group of professional women cricketers, who~ like
William Clarkes "All England Eleven" travelled the country playing against whoever would·
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play them and wherever money was offered.
Their main aim, though, was to try and foster
an interest in womens cricket throughout England. (Ibid 1976 ).
The OELC disbanded two
years later, but despite this it certainly made people aware of womens cricket.
Other. clubs, such as The Dragon Flies were also beginning to occur in the 19th
century and like the White Heather Club and the OELC helped to foster womens cricket
throughout England.
On the 4th October 1926 a group of women interested in cricket gathered together to
form the Womens Cricket Association.
Its aim was to enable women or girls who wished
to play cricket the chance to be able to do so.
One year later there were 10 clubs, and 23
schools were affiliated, there were two business teams and 3000 members.
The same
year the WCA started a week long cricket festival where women gather together for a week
cricket competition, and except for the war years this has been a regular occurrence ever
since.
(Ibid 1976).
In 193 5 the WCA travelled to Australia and New Zealand.
Return tours were arranged
and soon these three countries played each other regularly.
South Africa was also toured
by New Zealand and England, and England has also been to Holland on a number of occasions.
More recently New Zealand and Australia have both travelled to India for ·:lt®urs~
In 1958 representatives J.tom New Zealand; Australia, Holland, England and South
Africa gathered in the V.ictorian Cricket Association house for the inaugural meeting of the
International Womens Cricket Council.
This was formed to administer womens cricket
throughout the world and organise tours and test matches.
There are now ten members
of the International Womens Cricket Council, and .but for the Council it is unlikely that
womens cricket would have had such a .£()11owing.
In New Zealand womens cricket was never as strong as the men~, and it was not until
1886 that the first reference to a womans cricket match was made.
(E:n(!;yclopaedia of NZ
1966, Hayhoe Flint & Rheinberg, 1976). . After world war 1 games were played, but
ridiculed as being unsuitable for members of the fairer sex.
This attitude continued until
the England tour of 193 5 when it was realised that women really could play cricket and
furthermore play it quite well.
(Ibid 1976 ).
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The fird ·attempt to organise womens cricket was by Auckland who founded an
Association in 1928.
Christchurch soon followed along with Otago and Wellington.'
In 1934
rumours of the approaching England tour forced New Zealand to close ranks and the New
Zealand Cricket Council was formed to administer the forthcoming tour.
(Ibid 1976).
Eac_h year representatives from Auckland, Canterbury, Wellington, Northshore, Central and
Southern districts meet and compete for the Hansells cup.
From these teams are chosen
the national team for any forthcoming tours.
Womens cricket has never been vastly popular and possibly never will be, unle-ss they
can gain more coverage in the national medias of newspapers and television.
I believe
that they are good enough and deserve this coverage.
But they should be given greater
publicity not because the powers-that-be feel they have been forced into it, but because of
their obvious skill as cricketers.

The Grace

Women have had a vitally important role to play in crickets evolution.
It was a female,
one Christina Willes, who was the first to develop over arm bowling, which her brother John
Willes tried to introduce to mens cricket.
The reason why Cb,ristina Willes bowled over
arm was because of the flowing dresses worn then, which mea.nt · that she couldn't effectively bowl underarm.
(Ibid 1976, Wisden 1978, Neely 1985).
Mrs. Martha Grace taught all her sons, including W. G. how to play cricket, and as
such is the only woman whose death is included in Wisden 1s Almanac.
W. G. Grace went
on to revolutionise cric·ket a'nd its techniques.
(Hayhoe Flint & Rheinberg 1976, Wisden,
1978).
The final area where women lead the way is with the World Cup which the women first
staged in 1973 and which led to the men doing the same two years later.
(Ibid 1976).
The role that women have played and still play should not be forgotten, and for this reason
alone they have the right to more media coverage.

CHAPTER

TWO

Cricket - the administrative perspective
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A male streaker at
Lords

A new breed of streaker
Lords
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CHAPTER

TWO

Administration
As in early Europe, where all roads led to Rome, the same is true of New Zealand 1 s
cricket administration, though here they lead to London instead of Rome.
For the men
11
all roads 11 lead to the New Zealand Cricket Council, then ultimately to London and the
International Cricket Conference.
For the women, 11all roads 11 lead to the New Zealand
Womens Cricket Council, and from there again to London, to the International Womens
Cricket Council.
Men

Kiwi cricket

Minor

Women

International Cricket
Conference

International W omens
Cricket Council

N. Z. Cricket Council

N.Z. Wolens Cricket Council

AssociaL-------~
Clu~-----~b

Associations

Sub Assotations
Associations

I

Clubs
(Country)

(City)

Associations

Associations

I

Clubs
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International Cricket Conference
The Cricket Conference was formed in 1909 by Australia, South Africa and the MCC.
At that stage it was called the Imperial Cricket Conference and was only open to
Commonwealth members.
New Zealand, India and the West Indies joined in 1926 and
Pakistan in 1953.
South Africa withdrew in 1961 and in 1965 it changed its. name to
International Cricket Conference and countries were now eligible for entry even if
they were not a member of the Commo·nwealth.
Australia and England are now recognised as foundation members, giving them extra voting rights, and New Zealand, West Indies
India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka are now full members.
Other than these there are 17
Associate members, covering most of the globe.
Meetings are held -at Lords every July
and attended by all members.
Special meetings can be called by the Chairman or any two
foundation or full members of the confe renee.
The Conference

is responsible for:

1.

The status of test matches (matches between representatives of the foundation or
full members. )

2.

The confirmation of to:ur's between full or foundation members.

3.

Decide on qualification rules for cricketers to be able to play test matches.

4.

The classification of first class matches.

5.

The establishment and administration of an ICC c e.aching fund for coaching member
countries.

6.

To organise, establish promotion and exploitation of competitions and tournaments
in any part of the world, between any members of conference (outside test matches
and tours).
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7.

Discuss matters of interest to all members.

8.

Alter or add to the rules of the Conference as necessary.

9.

Allocate to foundation and full members their spheres of assistance to enable them
to help foster cricket throughout the world.

The New Zealand Cricket Council, although a member of the Conference, is an auto nomous body, and is responsible for the administration of cricket within New Zealand.
Its
responsibility to the ICC is only in terms of obeying its rules as a member.
The New Zealand Cricket Council
The NZCC was formed in 1894 in Christchurch, where its office remains to-day.
The Council's organisation is as follows:
Chairman,_____ President

I

Deputy

Exec:utive Committee

------~~,a rd
Auckland

Wellington

C en al
Districts

of

C'\ nt:~=1=~~------:--:=::::::::::::::==::::::=-----

Northern
Districts

~nte rbury

Is.

S'th minors
Iso

The President is the titular head of the organisation within New Zealand and is elected
every two years.
The working body is the Board of Control which has 14 members, one
from each major association, plus one rep1'esenting the North Island minors and one
representing the South.
Also on the board is the Executive Committee plus the chairman.
The Board meets quarterly and discusses matters of common interest to the Association,
plus policy and tours ~teo
The Executive is a 5 member committee consisting of the
Executive Director, an honorary treasurer, plus 3 elected members.
It is
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responsible for the day -to-day running of the Council.
between the Board of Controls meetings··.

They meet regularly, generally in

Also working for the Council is a national director of coaching who is based in
Christchurch and is responsible for organising specialist or regional coaching clinics ..
A national selection panel is elected each year, with a convenor and travels the country's
major Associations looking for possible New Zealand representatives.
Funding of the Council is from four areas:
Tour profits (mainly home series)
National sponsorship
TV and radio rights, and
Investment income.
This pays for administration, promotional and coaching costs.
The Council's objectives are:
1.

To control and advance cricket throughout New Zealand.

2.

To arrange and control inter -island and inter -association cricket matches o

3.

To arrange visits of overseas cricket teams to New Zealand and to manage and
control all New Zealand representative cricket teams playing within and outside
New Zealand.

4.

To settle disputes between Associations or organisations who are members of the
Council.
Also to adjudicate appeals referred to it by any cricket association or
organisation.

So

To establish and promulgate rules, playing conditions and regulations fol!' playing
cricket in New Zealand.
AlSo_, .at its di.~cretion innlude experimental laws and

Malcolm Marshall
thunders in
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rLlles within these rules, playing conditions and regulations already present in
New Zealand.
6.

To apply and remain a member of the ICC.

7o

To do c:mything that the Council considers necessary for the attainment of
all or any of the above objectives

The Council
responsible for the administration and organisation of cricket throughout
New Zealand.
Within the country though, as I have already alluded to, there are 6 major
associations and 26 minor associations.
It is these that adminieter cricket on a regional
basis P compared to the NZCC who administers on a national/international basis.
Major Associations
There are six major associations in New Zealand.

1.

Auckland (city)

2.

Northern districts, based in Hamilton.
Northern districts covers everything above
Lake Taupo, excluding Auckland city, and it has seven minor associations within
its boundaries.

3.

Central districts, based in Levin.
Covers everything south of Lake Taupo,
excluding Wellington and Hutt Valley, but including Nelson and Marlborough.
Central districts has 10 minor associations within its boundaries.

4.

Wellington, including the Hutt Valley, which is its only minor association.

5.

Canterbury (see below)

6.

Otago, based in Dunedin, and covers everything south of the Waitaki River. Otago
has the smallest m1mber of minor associations, with only 3 within its boundaries.
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These six bodies compete on a round robin system for the Shell series, which are the
Shell cup one day competition and the Shell trophy for the three day fixtures.
Rather than discuss each of these six associations, I am going to discuss one of them,
that of Canterbury.
Most associations have a similar management arrangement to
Canterbury and all of them now employ full time secretaries or Executive Controllers, who
deal with the day-to-day management of the particular Association.
Canterbury: Cricket Association
Formed in 1878, the Canterbury Cricket Association is based in Christchurch and covers
everything south of Nelson and Marlborough and north of the Waitaki river, including the West
Coast.
Within its boundaries there are 5 minor Associations, all affiliated to them and the
NZCC.
They are Ashburton, Buller, North Canterbury, South Canterbury and the West
Coast,
the· Christchurch Suburban Cricket Sub-Association which organises representative
cricket for clubs within Christchurch, plus ten senior clubs are also affiliated to the
Association.
The Canterbury Cricket Association is in turn responsible to the NZCC.
The organisation is as follows:
Pr,sident
Vice President

I

Executive Committee
Managelent Committee
The basic controls are carried out by the Management Committee, which is a Z4 member
body consisting of:
The Executive, plus one member from each of the 10 clubs.
one member representing the minor associations,
one member representing the suburban sub aesociations
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one member representing the umpires
one member representing the junior cricket board.
They .meet
once a month and discuss policy matters affecting the affiliated bodies
and the Shell series arrangements.
The Executive is an eleven member committee, with the President, Vice President
immediate Past President and Chairman of the Management Committee.
Also the Secretary
and Assistant Secretary plus 4 other elected members.
The Executive is responsible for
the day-to-day running of the Association, and tneets once a fortnight.
Selectors are
appointed each year, with 3 different committees; one ·selects the Shell and B teams,
one the under 2 0 1s and one under 18 teams.
Each of the 3 committees consists of 3
members with a convenor.
Funding is provided by affiliation fees and team levies paid by the clubs in the
Christchurch area.
Also profits from Shell series and international matches, and
ffnally sponsorships.
This pays for the general running costs of the Association.
Coney practises his
bowls technique.
Australian tour of NZ

1982

The Association objectives and functions are as follows:

,

1.

To foster, control, promote, advance and encourage cricket throughout the
Canterbury cricket district.

2.

To arrange and organise matches between Canterbury and other cricket teams
and to manage and control all Canterbury representative cricket teams playing
within or outside the aforementioned district.

3o

To organise a11d grade inter-club cricket matches within the Christchurch suburban
district.
And finally,

4.

To apply and maintain membership of the NZCC and any other organisation or
body in the furtherance of these objectives.
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Directly affiliated within the Canterbury As so dation are 10 clubs, each of which admini
sters competition games within these given areas.
Rather than go it:-to more detail about
these clubs, I thought it better to discuss a club affiliated to the Minor Associations. In the
section on w6mene u:xicket I shall go into more detail about one club, in particular St.
Albans, which has recently amalgamated its mens and womens administration.
Minor Administration
Within New Zealand there are 26 minor associations, 10 in the South Island and 16 in
the North.
These associations compete for the Ha'wke, · br U-Bix cup.
For ease of administering this competion the country has been divided into ~ive zones as follows:
Zone Qne (North Island)
1.
3.

5.
7.

Midlands
Hamilton
Thames Valley
North1ands.

Bay of Plenty
Counties
Poverty Bay

All of these are within and affiliated to the Northern Districts Cricket Association.
Zone two (North Island)
1.
3.
5.

Hawkes Bay
Manawatu
Horowhenua

2.

4.

Southern Hawkes Bay
Wai.rarapa

These are all within the Central Districts Cricket Association boundaries.
Zone three (North Island)
1•

2.
3.
4.

)
Rangitikei
rraranaki
)
)
Wanganui
Hutt Valley;

Within Central Districts
Within Wellington
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Zone four (South Island)
1
2o
3o
0

4.
5.

Marlborough )
Within Central Districts
)
Nelson
North Canterbury )
)
West Coast
Within Canterbury
)
Buller

Zone fiye
1.
2.
3o

4.
5.

Ash burton
South Canterbury
)
North Otago
Central Otago )
)
Southland

)
)

Within Canterbury
Within Otago

Each zone has a round robin competition the winner of which goes on to play the
current cup holder.
At the end of the season the team that still holds the cup is the
competition winnero
As with the major associations, I have decided to ·discuss just one of the minor
associations which is the North Canterbury Cricket Association.
North Canterbury
This association covers the area from Kaikora to the Rakaia river, excluding
Within the association there are
Christchurch city, from the coast to the main divide.
5 sub associations which are:
Hurunui, Ellesmere, Peninsula, Malvern and Ashley.
The selection
panelo
The
plus 3 colts,
from 4 areas

from North Canterbury is done from these 5 sub associations by a 3 man
grades involved in North Canterbury are 5 seniors, the A team and B team
also there are various school boy teamso
Funds for the association are
- affiliation fees from the sub association, fund raising, sponsorship and
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profits from Hawke Cup or Shell series matches held at Rangiora.
The associatiori·'s organisation is as follows:
President

I

(figure}

Chairman

I

Sec,etary

treasurer

Management Committee
Once more the main work is done by the management committee, which is a 13 member
committee with one member from each of the 5 sub associations, one member representing
the umpires, one member representing junior cricket, three members elected from the
floor and the officers of the association.,
This committee meets 6 times a year and dis• The
cusses matters of policy and other areas important to the affiliated sub associations"
day-to-day organisation is done by the secretary.
The association has two objectives:
L

To win the U-Bix cup competition, and

z.

To foster cricket within North Canterbury boundaries.,

The North Canterbury Cricket Association administers cricket on a regional basis.
Next we go even smaller, to the sub associations within the districto
Here cricket
becomes more personally based and a little more relaxed, particularly in the countr-y, than
the bodies higher up the administration ladder.
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Sqb Associations
Within each minor association there are sub associations.
It is from these that the
minor associations choose their teams.
To follow along the chain I am going to look at
Ellesmere Sub Association, situated within the North Canterbury Cricket Association
boundaries.
Ellesmere Sqp Associatjon
This sub association covers the area from Banks Peninsula to Weedons and from the
outskirts of Chr1stchurch to the Rakaia River.
'rhere are ten clubs affiliated to the sub
association - Lincoln, Springston A & B, Tai Tapu, Burnham, Dunsandel, Weedons,
Southbridge A & B and Leeston.
It is from these that the Ellesmere representative teams
ave· chosen.
The selection is carried out by l man, though he may ask for asSistance if
required.
The grades are:
Seniors, under 23, under 16 and primary school.
(rfhese
last two are looked after by the Junior Cricket Board).
Funds are provided by affiliation fees from the clubs, and this year Ellesmere County
Council has given them a grant.
This pays for general administration costs, such as
ground hire and afternoon teas etc.
Its organisation is as follows:
President

I

Vice President

I

/

Secretary

Junia r Cricket
Board

~

reasurer
Management
Committee

All the work is done by the committee, which has 16 members - one representative
from each club, one representative from the Junia r Cricket Board, the selecter and the
officers of the Sub Association.,
Meetings are held whenever necessary, with an annual
general meeting in August.
Most of the work is done at the AGM, but other meetings
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are called when necessaryo
The Junior Board has its own AGM and meetingso
specific objectives other than to promote and enjoy the gameo

It has no

Clubs
Still using Ellesmere Sub As~ociation as an example, I have chosen to discuss as my
case study the Lincoln Senior team which is roughly based around Lincoln township, though
most people are welcome to join.
Lincoln Seniors
In the last section we saw the more relaxed nature of the Ellesmere Sub Association.
With the Lincoln seniors, the management practices are so relaxed that its a wonder anything is ever done.
Lincoln's home ground is jgurnham and the club rooms the. Lincoln
Hotel's public bar.
Funds are provided by an annual membership fee and also hay carting
for local farmers, which raises quite a bit of money.
; As well as, monetary support,
one of the patrons, the local publican, also provides the members with beer at their AGM.
Costs are mainiy cricket balls, with a new ball required for each game.
Also the
club buys a lot of cricket gear that needs replacing.
There is no charge for the ground
at Burnham.
The organisation is as follows, though it. is only enforced once a year at the AGM:
Patrons

~

local publican

Pretident

secfetary
Treasurer
Melbers

members father

The hazards of fielding
in the country
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The President is a non-playing member, along with the patrons, and he runs the meeting.
The secretary takes the minutes, receives mail, and negotiates with the Ellesmere
Sub Association.
Generally only about 11 people turn up for the meetings, which are held
at the beginning of each season.
This is mainly to elect officers such as the captain and
vice captain and the patrons.
The captain serves for a two year term and arranges
the games, who plays in them, etc. · Also elected are the people who represent Lincoln
at the Sub Association's AGM (2 members) and who repres~nt Lincoln on the Management
Committee.
Discussed are the club 1 s finances and matters to be brought up at the
Sub Association meetings and AGM.
The Club 1 s only objectives are:
·~----

1.

To win the Ellesmere competition.

2.

'
Play in ~ sportsman-like manner and to enjoy the game.

3.

Help foster cricket within Lincoln»

Lincoln Se-niors wo!Jld be similar to most other country clubs within New Zealand, with
its relaxed nature.
Within the cities the game is played and organised in a far more competitive manner, possibly from necessity, and as we shall see in the next section, is
organised more like the Sub Association and even Minor Associations within the country
districts.
W omens Cricket
A case of cricket
chauvinism

International Womens Cricket Council
Formed in 1958 to. control overseas tours and liaise on various matters between the
cricket playing nations.
The Council started with 5 test· playing C'ountries, which has
now risen to 10.
These are:
New Zealand, Australia, South Africa (though it no longer plays against the other
test countries), England, Holland, India, Jamaica, Barbadoes, Trinidad a.nd Tobago, and
Grenada.
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Similar to the International Conference the objectives are:
1.

To promote and foster'' womens cricket throughout the world.

2.

To assist by coaching countrl.e<s interested in womens cricket.

3.

To arrange regular test matches between member countrieso

4.

To abide by the laws of cricket as set out by the MCC, and

5.

To rule on the status of test and first class matches.

The New Zeala·nd Womens Cricket Council.
Based in Wellington, the Council was formed to organise the impending English tour of
New Zoo.land in 1934.
The Council is the main administrative body for womens cricket in
New Zealand, its function being to organise and arrange test matches and tours by teams
from other IWCC countries.
They also organise the national tournament between the major
associations.
Selection for the national squad by a committee of 3 selectors, is from the
Hansell tournament.
Late last year the Council revamped its organisation, changing its
Executive and introducing a new Board of Control similar to that of the NZCC.
Major Associationa
T}lere are six such associations within New Zealand:

1.
3.

North shore
Central Districts

4.

Auckland
Wellington

6.

Southern Districts

2.

All in the North Island

5.

Canterbury
All in the South Island
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These associations compete annually in a tournament for the Hansells cup.
This is a round
robin contest held at ·a different location each year and lasting for two weeks.
Selection
for these representative sides is done from the club teams in the particular association
boundary.,
Because of the low interest in womens cricket ·most of these a~:~sociations have
voluntary administrative staff, meaning a more "advanced 11 administration such as with the
Canterbury Cricket Association is not necessary.
As well as the senior competitions there is also a second Xl competition.
This is
based more on the minor association arrangements for mens cricket.
There are 10 second
Xl teams, which compete in two J?OOls in a round robin competition.
Again this is held at
a different location each year.
La.st year's pools were :Pool A

Pool B

Otago
Taranaki
Manawatu
Hamilton
Auckland

Hawkes Bay
North Shore
Wanganui
Canterbury
Wellington

rrhe other grades are school or under age teams.
Clubs
Within each association there are a number of clubso
It is from these that the
representative sides are chosen, the A team from the seniors and the second XI from any
grade.
Within Christchurch there are four senior teams, Sydenham, Lancaster Park,
St. Albans and Riccarton and six senior B teams, Lancaster Park, Riccarton, Sydenham,
Merivale/Papanui, Hornby and New Brighton.
St" Albans
Recently all four senior clubs amalgamated their mens and womens teams so that the
administration for these is now done by the one committee.
It is here though that the
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connection ends, for the men go one way and the women the other, as follows:

/Al,an~
CWCA

I

NZWCC

CJCA

.

CCA

I

~NZCC

The mens teams compete in the suburban sub association competition, with a senior
grade plus 9 others.
Selection is done by a 3 man committee and 2 for junior cricket.
The women compete in the C WCA competition, with the 4 grades already outlined.
As
with the men, selection is done by a 3 woman committee.
Funding is from club subscriptions and Local Authority grants.
Also the Department
of Recreation and Sport pr~vides a grant, and the final area is fund raising •. The o rganisation structure is as follows :
Patrons

I

Prerdent
Vice President

l

Secretary----------Treasurer

I

Committee
The committee meets every three we~ks and has 15 members, c1f which at least 4 should be
men, and 4 women.
The committee does all the organisation within the club, both long
term, i.e. competition draws and policy matters, as well as the day-to -day matters of
fund raising etc.
The club has no set objective other than enjoying and fostering cricket
within St. Albans.

A case of cricket
chauvinism
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Summary
The difference between the administration at the top and the bottom of the ladder is
quite marked, as is the difference between the mens and womens administration.
At
the NZCC level it is very businesslike, with a full time administration staff arranging tours
Shell cup matches etc.
The bottom is quite different though, at the club level, with Lincoln
holding one meeting per year and if anything else needs discussing the President tells the
team at practises.
5o as you move down it becomes more 11 relaxed 11 •
But even the
It is a game for
difference between the Lincoln ·club and St. Albans is marked, with St. Albans having a
gentle men;
committee which meets every three weeks to discuss matters of importance.
From the
Entirely wrong that
Minor
Associations
down
the
staff
is
part
time,
which
possibly
indicates
there
is
less pr~ssure,
man 8 s spare rib
with Lincoln only being responsible to itself.
The CCA, on the other hand, is responsible
should learn the
f<D r the whole of the Canterbury region and also to
the NZCC, so needs a full time staff
n"lysteries of spin. ' to cope with all the administration.
It is interesting though, that the CCA only recently
appointed a permanent Executive Director.
This relates, possibly, to the times.
The
Vernon Scannell
New Zealand cricket team is on a high at present, and everybody wants to play. Thus
more staff are required to handle the e;x:tra work.
On the womens side, all the way down part time staff are used to administer the
game, which means it is possibly less efficient.
Yvonne Taylor, a New Zealand selector,
suggests the reason for the New Zealand womens team doing so poorly in recent years relates partly to this part time Administration.
But the times are-a-changing, for it is
interesting to note that the NZWCC is revamping its operations and introducing a Board of
Control similar to the NZCC.
Perhaps also, like St. Albans, administration at the top level, i.e. the major
associations upwards, could amalgamate to have two Boards of Contr'ol coming back to
the Executive Committee and President.
This woulcl help both men. and womens cricket,
for it may give the women the opportunity to become more accepted by the public, and
may also mean both the men and womens cricket could reach new heights in their
administrative practises and policies.

CHAPTER

THREE

Cricket - the pitch perspective

'

"'t'

••

Lancaster Park during
the 1932/33 English
tour

Action in the 1984
Pakistan tour - note the
condition of the pitch
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CHAPTER

THREE

Pitch deyelopment
Maintenance
C ricket 1 as I have outlined, is an extremely intricate game, not just from the point of
view of its rules and techniques, which to understand completely you almost need a Ph.D!
but also its history and its administration.
In this chapter I go into yet another complicated topic within this sport, that of the pitch on which the cricketers play their game.
The perfect
wicket, moreover,
compels a bowler
to beat the batsman in the air
rather than on
the ground.

Cricket is an unusual spqrt, for it relies just as much on how the pitch is performing
(i.e. is it fast or slow) as
on
how the players are performing.
Soccer, for
example, requires ~hortish grass for the ball to play over, but it doesn 1t matter to the
average soccer player whether the bounce is low or high.
If on the other hand, a cricket
team loses a match, they quite often blame the pitch first.
It is well remembered, when
England were beaten in 2 days at Lancaster Park, how Bob Willis (the then English Captain)
complained about the state of the park 1s pitch.
England, in that match, were bowled out
in both innings for under 100, for the first time this century, while New Zealand managed
to reach 307.
Later Geoff Howarth said:

A.E. Knight

'1. think England feared the wicket more than we did.

Obviously we
were concerned about it before the match, but I think the Englishmen
were a bit ·more psyched out than we were, plus the fact that W6!
bowled a hell of a lot better than they did and· caught our catches a
bit better than they did 11 •
(Neely, et al, 1985, p 597}
Lancaster Park 1 s pitch wasn 1t the best.,
such a pitch?

But what is ''the best 11 and how do we achieve
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Pitch Behaviour:

A Player's Point of View

Glen Turner recently gave an interview to the New Zealand Turf Management Journal.
This is a condensed version of that interview
Test Matches and Provincial Matches
11

In the early stages of the game the pitch should give a slight advantage to the bowlers,
~wi tha hard surface for pace.
Also some green grass, so that the sap of the grass will
allow the ball to skid, giving extra pace.
The main requirement is an evenness to the
surface with the 'bppo rtunity to put a bit in, to get a bit out".
Thus the first day and maybe the second morning, should be for the seam bowlers.
After that the pitch will begin to dry out somewhat, and by the fourth day the ball will
grip the surface a little.
(Third for Shell or 3 day first class matches, and second for
Club matches).
This will allow the spin bowler a chanc<e to beat the batter with flight.
At no stage should the ball break through the pitches surface.
It is just as useful to the
spin bowler if, in fact, the pitch is a hard dry surface, giving the ball more bounce.
One day game
The bat should dominate the ball in this game, with no
should be some bounce so the ball can come onto the bat.
unsettled.
The pitch should be similar to the ideal for the
the grass browned off a bit and most of the moisture gone,
"get a bit out if he puts a bit in 11 •

sideways movement.
There
The surface should never be
third day of a test match,
but the bowler still able to

If these criteria make up the perfect pitch for the player, what are the factors
that a!'fect the pitches playability]

'jpitch Playability
The quality of a cricket pitch relates to the behaviour of the ball once it contacts with
the pitcho
The components of ball behaviour are bounce, both consistency and height,

For in all places
wickets are made
for batsmen, and
he must be indeed
a great bowler who
is uniformly success ..
ful upon them.

A.E. Knight
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of the ball onto the bat and sideways movement.

(Murphy 1986, 1985, 1984, Stewart, 1985).

Following on from the lead given by Stewart & Adams in England in the 1960's,
Mr. J. Murphy has, for the last few years been testing pitch playability of all of New
Zealand's first class pitches.
This was done by two tests.
First the bounce test
developed by Stewart & Adams, which involves dropping a cricket ball from a height of
4 m onto a pitch and measuring the rebound.
The higher the bounce the faster the pitch.
This determines the pace on a vertical plane.
'ro tneasure the horizontal plane (the pace
of the ball onto the bat)
a
friction test was developed which measures both pace onto
the bat and sideways movement.
This involves measuring 'the force I'equired to move a
small sledge (15 x 20 em) on the surface of the pitch.
A series of weights ranging from
3-12 kg were nsed on the sledge.
The higher the friction the greater the resistance of
the pitch on the ball, and thus the slower the forward pace.
Also the higher the friction
. the higher the sideways n'lovement of the ball.
An overall pace rating was worked out by
incorporating the two values into the following equation:
pace

=

Ball Bounce
friction·

The lower the pace rating the slower the pitch.
Once all the first class pitches were tested the following pace table was developed.
The research confirms the idea that New Zealand pitches are slow to easv paced.
Table 1:
Didn't even see it coming

Pace Rating Scale to Pitch Pace
Pace Rating (em)
0-50
50-100
100-300
greater than 3 00

Pitch Pace
Very slow
slow
easy
fast
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Only two pitches in the last season reached the fast category, Lancli\.ster Park (two years
previously when tests were made, the bounce was found to be extremely inconsistent), and
Napier's McLean Park.
In the light of this research, what does Mro Murphy suggest are the best types of
pitches to play on?
3 day roatchefl
On the first day the bounce should be at least 60 em and increasing as the pitch
gets drier during the game.
The friction test on the first day should be about 0. 4, meaning the ball has some lateral movement.
On the second day it should decrease to 0. 2
and on the third, be between 0.., 2 and 0. 3.
By this time the pitch should have l<Hit its
shine and the spinners can start to operate.
5 day roatcb
Bounce should be 65 em on day one, again increasing throughout the match.
Friction
should be 0.4 - 0. 5 on day one, dropping to 0.2 - 0.3 on the second day. · On the third
it again drops, to be no greater than 0. 2.
By the 4th and 5th days the pitch should become
dull with an increase from 0.2 to 0.3 friction.
NB:

The pitch should not crumble.
1 day game
The bounce test should be at least 6.5 em and friction 0. 2.

These figures confirms the comments made by Glen Turner and quoted in the earlier
discussion.
Five factors govern the ball behaviour on the pitch;

these are:
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Soil stren"th.

In their research on the county cricket in England, Adams & Stewart concluded that
soils that break under 45 kg pressure are not suitable for use on a cricket pitch, because
the soil cannot be rolled or dried to make it hard.
The soil would disintegrate and the
pace be very low.
Between 45 and 70 kg it is suitable for club pitches, and between 70
and 90 kg it is suitable for first class and international pitches •
It was realised that the greater the soil strength the harder a pitch could become and
thus the faster its pace.
Ordinary soils wont withstand much pressure, and soils must
therefore be used that can withstand this pressure.
The best soils were found to contain
at least 40o/o clay.
Clay, because of its platey nature, tends to stick together more and it
takes a lot to destroy this.
The soil strength also relates to the amount of organic matter
in the soil, which also helps to
hold the soil, and also to the soil moistul!e content.
The dl.'ie·r the pitch the .s.tlrflnger it binds.
2.

Soil moisture

The drier the pitch is the more bounce that it has and thus more pace,
Zealand there are two types of clays used in the pitch.

1.
,:.

f

.

~.

In New

Swelling clay, which tends to have a higher soil moisture content,
meaning that if it gets too wet it will become soft without much
bounce.
It can crack when dry as well.
Non-swelling clay, which is a drier clay and tends to be harder,
with a lower moisture · content.

. ~··.

3.

Grass Growth

Grass cover and its root depth is very important to the pitch.
The roots help in
holding the pitch together, and the grass cover acts as a "drainage system 11 drying the
pitch through evapotranspiration, through the grass leaves.
Lance Gibbs from the
West Indies
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4.

Bulk Density

The bulk density is the mass of oven dried soil and its percentage of pores to soilo
In a pitch the bulk density should be about 80o/o within the top 10 em and if this is the case
it shows an effective rolling regimeo
This again relates to the soil 1 s strength.
5.

Surface Smoothness

This relates to the friction on the pitch, or the speed of the ball onto the bat.
The surface smoothness increa_ses in the final days of pitch preparation, with light watering
and rolling of the pitch, the object being to reduce the. surface friction to a minimum, and
increase the bounce to as high as possible (at about bail height off a good length ball,
pitching 2 m in front of the popping crease) with the friction as low as possible,
(Murphy 1986, 1985, 1984, Stewart 1985).

Zi

The next section uses Lancaster Park as a case study to discuss how to achieve the perfect
pitch as outlined above.
Case Study - Lancaster Park
Lancaster Park is situated in the Christchurch suburb of Waltham, and it is a duel
purpose centre, providing for rugby as well as cricket.
It started as a cricket ground in the
late nineteenth century, but it is the rugby that pulls in the crowds.
Although I am discussing
a first class pitch, the development outlined can still be used by other grounds that are develop
ing a new pitch,
The problem that was present in Lancaster Park dates back to 1974 when Waikari clay
loam was being usedo
At that stage the pitch was in excellent condition - earlier that year
New Zealand had beaten Australia there by five wickets.
Soon after this the Waikari
soil was in short supply so a new Ward soil was introduced on top of the Waikari.
Once the
Ward soil had also become scarce a Heathcote soil was dumped on top of the Ward soil.
Ove
the next 10 years the clays began to cleave and form layering, which meant that the pitch could
not be worked as well as would have been liked.
By the time Russell Wylie took over as
groundsman the pitch was at its worst.
Twelve months later the English test was played there
which finally convinced the authorities that the pitch did in fact need to be re-developed,
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Re-development

It was clear that,
after an a pethetic
youth and a hearty
middle-age, the
wicket was finishing
its life in a mood of
arthritic crotchetyness.

On the 8th Ocu;ber 1984 the 8 pitch wicket table was excavated, 4 down to the drainage
layer and 4 just had the Heathcote and Ward soil scraped ~ff.
(These were worked up with
a rotary hoe).
What they found was something of a surprise, with football sprigs, pennies,
florins, tear tops from·o.ans and bowlers marks still present on the old pitch below.
The
pitch was then re-laid, leaving the drainage layer alone.
The drainage layer consisted of
bricks and gravel, covered by sand.
With new technology, however, bricks would not be
used nowadays, and drains would run to a central drain and down to the field sides.
The Waikari clay loam soil was then laid to a depth {at the deepest) of 3.\.~ em, alrll. 6 em in
others. The Waikari soil came in large clods which required· to be crushed before the soil
could be laid on the wicket.
This extended the job by 2 weeks.
The P'rass. Barrv rveP'rass.
was finally sown just after Christchurch Show weekend, in November.
Figure 1 shows a cross section of the wicket table and the phases numbered 1-4 in laying
the wicket down.

Denzil Batchelor

4

3

z
1

Phase 1:
Phase 2:
Phase 3:
Phase 4:

drainage layer of gravel (at 1. 8 em) and drains leading off to the main drains
2. 4 em depth.
layer o£ pea metttl (at 1.25 em) 1.2 em depth.
a 3. 2 em layer of porous, sandy sub soil.
1 ~· 6 em of wicket soil - with a clay loam content of 40% or above.
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The outfield was re-laid at the same time to get the levels correct once more.
Before
that was started they developed a new pop-up automatic irrigation system which was laid
throughout the park, after which the ffeld was sprayed with roundup and then the grass was
scraped off and the field rotary hoed.
At this stage the park was re-leveled to the level
of the concrete drain along the front of the stands, with a fall from the centre to the outside
of 2 ft.
Sprinter ryegrass was used for the outfield, and was laid at the same time as the
c ·ric ket table.
Three months from the time of excavation the first international game hetween Paldstan
and Canterbury was played.
The pitch has now settled down to the extent where normal maintenance techniques can
be applied.
Annual pro gram1ne
Lancaster Park, as I have said, is a duel purpose ground, with rugby being played
there during the winter,
Most cricket grounds in New Zealand do have winter usage, so it
was decided to discuss the programme that grounds such as Lancaster Park receive.
Spring
During winter the pitch and out -field has received a lot of wear from the rugby players
carving up the field with their sprigs (though the sprigs do help to aerate the soil during
winter).
Thus renovation is needed to bring the pitch up to scratch once more.
Since the development of the pitch the surface had dropped qu~te a bit during the winter,
so surveyors were brought in to find the correct levels.
Before the marker pegs were
hammered in though, the whole pitch was grooved from corner to corner, the trash removed
and the pitch resown.
The out~field was harrowed, the trash taken away and the bare
patches oversown with grass seed once more.

1

LAfe ___

A:>

t'~VAL

A case of cricket
chauvinism
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The result of the survey was that 2 5 m of soil was needed to lift the level of the pitch
again.
~"fhis had to be laid in stages to prevent a thatch problem, which could have occurred
had the whole lot been dumped at once.
Pegs had been placed around the pitch at the
levels required and these were left in for up to 6 weeks while the soil was laid stage by
stage over the pitch.
The Waikari soil was first crushed,
then
laid in front of a hand scree board to level
the soil across the pitch.
The grass· was raked up through the layer of soil and once
strong enough a second covering of soil was laid, and so on until the correct levels had
once more been reached.
Some areas of the pitch were scree 1 3 or 4 times until correct.
This year renovation was again necessary, though not quite as much soil was needed
this time.
Again the pitch was grooved and the out-field harrowed and oversown with seed.
The basic principle is first to remove the trash, then to re-sow and finally, once the
grass is establi.shed, to fill in the low spots with soil.
It. is important to use the same
soil type as was used in the renovation, or layeri"''1 will result on the pitch.

) '..,;. ~

.

The first mow should be done to a height of 2 5 mm, gradually reducing the height
during the season until required for a game.

A welcome cartoon for
Tom Lowry - 11May the Summer
ball always bounce
nicely for you 11 •
This mainly involves the preparation of the pitch for a· game, which is discussed in the
next section.
But essentially during the summer months general maintenance work is required to keep th·e now renovated pitch up to scratch,
Mowing should be done regularly
from now on and continue through to winter.
Irrigation of the pitch and out-field should
also occur.
An important feature at this time of year is repair of the pitch after the game from
bowlers and batters marks.
This is done by raking the pitch, spreading soil if needed·
and resowing the bald spots.
By moving a whole pitch each game it can help reduce the
wear on any one pitch, so generally they are used. in a mixed order, moving at least one
pitC'h

::~ln.na

thP

Q.

r.H',-.h

h:>'hlo
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Any grass clippings left on the pitch or out-field must be removed to prevent thatch
build-up.
This can lead to a layering problem and a bad pitch once more.
The pitch is
kept as dry as possible, particularly before a game, so covers are used during rain.
Should any water get under the covers a motor mop can be used to pu.'H the excess water
off.
A motor mop was recently bought by Lancaster Park and can suck up 4000 gallons
per hour.
Auty.mn
At the end of the cricket season any damage to the pitches is repaired, low areas
filled in and the patches oversown once more.
If the grass has died then a groover can
be used to renovate the pitch and grass seed oversown.
The pitch is then sub-aired to
a depth of 1. 6 em, to break up the top compaction caused during the season by the drying
out and hardening of the pitch.
Onme ·this has .softened,
. a mini mole plough is used
going rigl}t down to the drainage layer.
This is to help with drainage at the beginning of
winter.
·
At Lancaster Park the pitch used to be cored at autumn as well, so that the ground was
completely soft for the rugby season.
The groundsman no longer does this as the pitch
used to collapse too much during winter.
Again any trash is swept up and removed.
Winter
Winter is rugby season and the time of year that the cricket pitch takes a back seat,
The grass is allowed to grow and is mown to a height of z. 5-3.25 em.
Fertilisers are
also applied at this time of the year
If. wai;~r is .allowed ia.nto the pitch during winter tt can bruu~me a bog.
The mole plough
will help to reduce water build-up, but once the soil closes up no water can get through and
has to be mopped up.
The covers are therefore used to keep most of the water off the
pitch, but if it does get too wet, then the motor mop can be used to get off the excess.
There is no point in trying to keep the pitch perfect during the winter, since one hUigby game
in the rain means it is back to square one, so just keep the excess water off.
The object
of this is to prevent a quagmire and thus the death of the grass.
With 40-50% grass cover
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at the beginning of spring, there is less restoration work to do.
ed.

Once more debris is remov-

I have outlined here the basic programme followed by Russell Wylie (groundsman,
Lancaster Park) throughout his cricket year.
The next section outlines the preparation
leading up to a cricket match.
Wicket preparation
The preparation of the pitch for a game is perhaps the most difficult aspect of the
pitch development.
It should be stressed here the importance that experience plays in
wicket preparation.
Knowledge of the climate and the conditions of the park can only
be learnt with first hand experience.
Pitch preparation is all about achieving the best ball bounce and pace possible, which
means judging if the five factors that govern ball behaviour outlined in an earlier section,
are adquate enough to achieve the correct ball pace.
Possibly the most important of these
is the soi~ moisture content.
All but one of the other factors relates back to this. Soil
strength increases as the pitch dries (thus holding it together better}.
The grass cover and
root depth act as a drying agent, with· the evapotranspiration from their leaves drying the
pitch below.
Bulk density of the soil relates first to rolling and how compact it is, but as
this increases there· is less room for moisture in the soil.
(The other factor, surface
srnoothne.ss, bears no r~lationship to soil moisture in the pitch).
Murphy (1986) suggests that 90o/o of the work involved in pitch preparation is concerned
with getti·ng the m<;>isture content correct.
To do this involves combining rolling, watering
and mowing to just the right degree and it is here that experience comes into the process of
pitch preparation •.
There are no set r.ules for pitch preparation, but guidelines can be given and hopefully
these will help the inexperienced.
First the wickets are thoroughly moistened to a depth
of 10 em, particularly after a game to help in its restoration.
At Lancaster Park part of
the clay is 3.2 ern deep and this take.s 6 weeks to drY. adequately.
Generally to get this
much water into the pitch takes 8 days of irrigation.
After the moisture has reached the
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required level leave it to slowly dry and thus achieve even drying.
One factor is impo rtant here, the grass.
This acts as a "drying factory" pulling water through and drying off
the pitch.
The grass therefore should be left quite high until a day before the game.
Also r(!)Uing is related.
First it is rolled with a light roller and as the pitch dries
a heavier roller is used.
The rolling helps to make the compaction even throughout the
pitch, and often a whole day can be spent just on rolling.
It is important not to roll the
pitch when it is still damp, as it can cause corrugations on the soil surface, gl.ving an
untrue surface.
The day before, or the morning of the game the grass is mown to its final height.
By this stage the soil should have dried out enough for the game to play on it.
Any
imperfections are repaired and the markings made at the. ends of the wicket.
The final act in preparing the wicket is to "shine 11 the surface.
This is to give
adequate friction on the fil's't> day for the seam bowlers to use.
The surface friGtion
relates to the height and density of grass and the surface smoothness.
The gr~ss should
be very short by now, a few mm above the soil.
The surface smoothness is achieved by
giving the pitch a light mist of water (or use early morning dew) and then using a reel mower
spin the reel over the surface of the pitch till it shines.
This will last for the first hour
of play, but gives the seamers something to bowl on to.
The pitch (s~h~uld have gr.l))en g·1!ass at th~ stp..rt of a 3 or 5 day match, but for a
1 day ma:beh the pitch should hav~ no gree,n grass at all.
Finally the other consideration is, who does the groundsman prepare the pitch for?
The home side , or as a natural pitch that suits both?
This is perhaps a question that is
best answered by the groundsmen themselves.
It becomes particularly important with the
forthcoming tour of the West Indies to New Zealand.
The suggestion is made that perhaps
the pitches will be a bit slower than normal in· order to modify the West Indies pace attack.
(Murphy, 1986 ).
In conclusion the factors we are looking for in a good pitch are good ball· bounce, good
pace of ball onto the bat and lack of sideways movement.
These can be tested for, the

The covers come off
at the oval
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object being to get as even a bounce and low friction as possible.
incorporated into an equation, and an overall pace rating is gained.
figure the faster the pitch.

The two figures are
The larger the

To achieve this figure five things are required to be balanced - soil strength, soil
moisture, bulk density, grass cover and root depth and finally surface smoothness.
The balance of these factors is achieved in the preparation and annual programme on a
cricket ground similar to that carried out at Lancaster Park.
Two years ago, when the :i?ark 1 s wicket wp.s at its worst, a two day test result
forced the Administrators hands, and before the year was out a new pitch and out-field had
been laid.
To-day Lancaster Park is rated as one of the top four grounds in the world,
along with Lords, the Oval and the Melbourne Cricket Ground, which is praise indeed,
enough to please even the most modest of groundsmen!

A pitch is prepared in
Pakistan
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CONCLUSION
Cricket is New Zealand's only major summer sport, and with the recent successes of
the New Zealand cricket team it continues to attract players and spectators.
In the
Canterbury Cricket Association region alone, 18 more teams have started in the last year,
bringing their total number to 118 teams entered into one competition or another.
The
· · success of the mens cricket teams should also have had an effect on womens cricket, with
more girls keen to emulate the deeds of their male counterparts.
But strangely the numbers
in all the Christchurch womens cricket clubs has gone do~n, apart for one, which has remained the same.
The future of cricket then is fairly secure, and should continue so as long as the New
Zealand cricket team continues to be successful in its tours and test matches.
The successes
of the cricket team has also meant numbers of sponsors are pounding on the Cricket Administrations offices offeil"i:ng money for anything the Administrator cares to name.
The Packer
'affair across the Tasman helped here, when Kerry Packer hit upon the idea of world series
cricket.
The result - a better marketed game, attracted larger numbers and thus larger
dollars.
The ripples are still being felt from Kerry Packer 1 s World series cricket everywhere test cricket is played.
Even in club cricket sponsors are keen to part with their
money, and for the first time some players are wearing sponsors names on their cricket
, clothes.
The off-shoot of all these · people coming up to play cricket, is that new cricket grounds
are needed to cope with these numbers.
The grounds are generally club grounds, and
therefore tend to be looked after by groundf:!men who may have all the good intentions in
the world, but often little or no knowledge of the intricacies of the cricket pitch.
The
people with the necessary experience won 1t work there because the Local Authorities who
own th'e parks can 1t payvery much for the groundsman, so the ~xperienced ,person goes
elsewhere, and the well intentioned, but unskilled people move in on the grounds. Because
of this lack of knowledge the pitch is often slow to easy, with little pac~ and high friction.
Thus fast bowlers are not encouraged by the good performance of the wicket ·:
perhaps one
of the reasons why accurate fast bowlers cannot be found to take Richarci> Hadlee 1 s place
when he retires.
Hadlee - can a replacement be found? .
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If groundsmen in charge of small
The slow pitches in the club scene don't need to be.
grounds could be sent to workshops and seminars on pitch preparation and maintenance they
could have pitches almost as good as :Lancaster Park.

This Dissertation is a starting place for groundsmen and women.
It isn 1t expected
that they follow this verbatum, but even if it provides a basis in pitch preparation and
maintenance that can be followed up with seminars and workshops, then I feel that it
has achieved its purpose;

'
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The Pessimists Cricket
Club wins the toss
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GLOSSARY 0 F TERMS
Ty,;rf Equipment and Terms
1.

Bulk density - Refers to a test to find the amount of water present in a
volume of soil, measured after it has been oven dried.

z.

Cor·er - an instrument that takes plugs of soil out of the ground and
leaves the plugs on the soil surface.

3.

Groover - blades of 5 mm cut through the soil surface and helps in
aeration and topdressing of seed and soil.

4.

Sub Air - similar to the above, but vibrates as it moves through the soil,
thus cracking it as well as leaving cuts in it.

5.

Thatch - a build-up of dead roots and grass clippings on the surface of the
soil.
If it gets too dense it can cause difficulties in water and air
penetration.

Cricket
1.

Batting - the striking of the ball in order to get runs.
There are many
batting techniques involved here, so see overleaf for the 1 Basis of
Batting' {from 1All about cricket•, B. Johnston, 1972 ).

z.

Bowling - the bowling of the ball to a batsman/woman.
many techniques, so I have included a guide.

3.

Seam bowlers - tend to be medium to fast bowlers, who move the ball in
the air or off the pitch.
(Can be in or out sw~ngers ).

4.

Spin bowlers - generally slow, who spin the ball so that it may trick the
batsman in flight.
(See bowling techniques).

Again there are
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5.

Fielding - the catching and stopping of the ball to prevent runs: b(hng' 1s.co red.
(See techniques sheet and fielding placement chart).
A wicket keeper
guards the wicket to try and ''run out", "stump~' or "catch" the batter
from his /her position behind the wicket.
The wicket keeper also prevents
the batsman scoring off byes (balls that the batter doesn't hit but could
make runs from).

6.

Umpires - are the impartial judges of the game, traditionally provided by the
host country.
(A guide to their signals is provided).

7.

Tables - an 8 wicket block set in a group in the centre of the ground.

8.

Stumps - wooden sticks at either end of the pitch, which are 9 11 wide and
2 8 II high.

9.

Pitch or ·wicket - the strip of land played on (see sheet for measurements,
from 11Hadlee, the essentials of the game", R. Hadlee, 1982.)
The pitch
should be orientated to avoid direct glare from sun.
See also diagram sheet showing the pitch of· the ball from various
types of deliveries.
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cricketing techniques
CROSS-BAT STROKES
REMEMBER
(N ALL $TAOKE$:

HEAD ANO WEIGHT lNTO

BOWLING

CUT OFF BACK FOOT

STROKE OVER RICiHTKNU:

SEAM OF BAI.l.l$ $LtGKTLY
'CANTED' SO THAT AT
MOMENT o,: OEUVERY lT

REr.tEMHR
CONTROL OF L£MGTt+ &.NO
OtA:ECTION IS ViTAL

WATCH THE 8ALL ALL
THE WA'f ANO NEVER
t.tFT VovA '1£Ao

'"""'~~if

KeEP SIOEWA YSAS LONG

HANO$ LEA!) ANO A.tGHT
HANO Q.IM8S OV!R

AS POSSIBLE
.KEEP HEAO STILL ANO
THJNK ANO LOOK WHERE

THE BASIC ACTION

LEFT TO KUP IAU.
DOWN

YOU WANT THE BAU.

LEfTHANOSTAe;TCHING lH
IHCUlT!NG

RJGKT HAN
NEAR FAC

MEET THE 8AU AT TOI"
OF AIS£

OFTHUMSUES ON

TO PITCH

BOTTOM SIDE OF
SEAM DIRECTLY

HEAD STEADY ANO
LOOKING FULL 00\'#N

BENEATH THEM.

WICKET FROM .aEHINO
LEFTAAM

iN HiTTINC UG &At....S:
AIM IN FRONT OF

$QUARE LEG
BOUY

TU~R:ING

THE OUT-SWERVE

~LEfT

SIDEWAYS

~T~~.::;G~~L.YIS ~

ARlO StRETCHING

TOWAAOS FINE LiG.
-SeCONO t=tNG£R t.IES
ALONG SlOE OF SEAM
WITH FIRST fiNGER
At..ONG.SIOE: BALL OF
THIJM6 lS ON BOTTOM
OF SEAM OtR~CTt.Y

wELL UP

HITTING THE FULL PITCH TO LEG

RIGHT ARM
BEGINNtN<i
O~UVERY

-

.
•

lEFT SHOUl.OER
POiNTING AT
BATSMAN

SWING
BACK SUGHTLY ARCH EO

THE LATE CUT

I

I

BENEATH THEM.

.,

., ""

I <.;

'f

THE IN-SWERVE

!!~~~~C.I..OU~lGHT

H.EAO AND 800Y LEAN lNTO LINE
OF STROKE

SAf..L MET LE\I£LWlTH

=-

AAM HIGH

TO CREASE

~:...u-.:...:::::=.-

KANOS l£AO THE
DOWNWARD 'STROKE"
Of &AT

.t

RIGHT FOOT POINTS TO

THE LEG BREAK

GULLY

.LEFT ARM ClOSE TO SJOE

LEFT StDI'i SAACEO

l

\ :

WEICHT NOW ON LEFT FOOT
FOOT WHICH POINTS
TO #tNE LEG ANO 1$
tN UN£ WITH .RIGHT

FOOT
U:f'f ARM SWtNGs WU.L
tOO'-T;oo---~"'"

HITTING THE LONG HOP TO LEG

=::~:=.::
__

-~IIOill"1:YI"'i""""-~lU
II(_W;>_,_~~

BALL HtT ~""T lH

. . lGHT ON RIGHT fOOT

FRONT OF SQOARE LEG

•TM aAI..ANCE fOR'WAJtO

ICAO OJt Lm£ 0,: .ALL

RIGHT WRIST TUAN$ OVER
TO KEEP BAU. OOWN

THE OFF BREAK

LEFTFOOTCARRJED
AWAY TO OPEN UP 800'1
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THE .BASIS OF BATTING

THE DRIVES
REMEMBER:
GET TO THE FnCH OF THE BALL

THE GRIP

REMEMIIUt
8EVUlH..A"lT8Uf
REt.AX£'0

ROUJrrfD HANDLE

QUICKNESS. NOT STRENGTH GIVES THE POWER

.../

THE V'r FORMED 8Y
TliUMp ANO f\OREF!NCER
IN UNE WfTH EACM OTHER

KE~fTSJlLL

t..En HAHO MUST
CONTROL All STAAIGHT
BAT STROKES

KEEP ARC OF BAT LONG AND FLAT

fiNGERSANOT"UMOe

OFF-DRIVE

.,l
HA'NOS (:LOSE TOGETHER

,

ON-DRIVE

.

RESTING COMFORTABLE

lEFT FOOt AND ~OULDER

AGAtNST l£FT THIGH

OPENING St.JGHTJ..Y TO
AlLOW HEAD TO LEAO ON
H~OS

HA\1: LEO 4

BACK LIFT

STANCE

HANDS LEAl)

\i(::..:~~-~~

-~~=,· .JL~ :d!i al
."eKt.ti'T

lWACT

FOl.t.OW•fi<AOVOOt

BAll. HAS BEEN HIT VAST t.tJO c-..

&AL.l.MO'Cl.OtU! TOiE.FT FOOT tiAM!:.QUtoT£1.Y

ti!tOWI!YD

MOVING OUT TO DRIVE
FORWARD DEFENCE

t'IJGM 8A.T LIFT

BACK DEFENCE

Ur:TSMOUJ..t>ER NEARLY

TOUCHJNG UFT EAR

HEAO WEll FOR'W.utt>WfTH fiYES UVEt.
OIRE.CTLY tN liNt WITH BAT H,A.NOU

a.u

HEAD ON I..INE Of 8A,tf..
WlTH EYES lEVEL
t..E:FT SHOULtlER AND
• ~ £UIOW HfGH
LEFTHANOCONTROLUNG
RIGHT t«ND GRIP RELAXED

liEAOANOLEfi:T
SHOUlDER lEAOtNG

WEIGHT MOVING fOAWAAD

ON TO LEFT FOOT

~~

I

Rltl..Tf'001"WIZLLBACt.;;TOWAROS:

STVMP$ 9UT

~.A.AAll.El. TO (:R~E

RIGHT FOOT HA$ GUOEO
uP 8EHllllO I,. EFT HEEL
nfUS- KS:EP!NG BOOT'
SIDEWAYS

LEFT TOE fi'OINTING TOWARDS MJO.QFF
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WICKET KEEPING

FIELDING

REMEM8ER:
FUGHT UP TO TH£

REME!I/IBER
GIVEN KEENNESS AND

WATCH THE. BALL AIGttl'

PRACTICE* EVERY

iNTO YOUR ttAHO$

lNICKET OA. RiGHT 8A.CK:
NEVERt4Alf.WAY.

KEEPOQWN,

CFUCKETER CAN FIELD
W£U.

IN DEFENCE (11

NEVER RI$1.J'X! EXfla:T
EVERYUAU- TO COM!
;

TO YOU

POSITION OF READINESS;

_

HEAO DOWN WATCHiNG
IIALL I"TQ HAHD$

OON"f SNA'tC)1; LET
HANDS "'"AlOE' WITH 81U.t.,

FtHGEA$ P01NT!HG

OOWNWARDS

~ HEEt.STOGETHER~

HEAOSTILL
MJNO CONCENTRATED

TOE$AftART

OHBAU.

IN DEFENCE (2}

KNEES ANI) Hlf>S WELL 8£HT

~

.1~. "'

NEAl') OOWN AND ON

' FEET COI.IFORT ABLY
FUOKT FOOT AHOLEfT

APART WEIGHTEVEHJ..Y
0.$TRI8UTED

l.~lNlii
OF S~ALL

y

j

LEG FORM 8AfUUS:R AT

~~c:u_
AHGt.E$ TO f..INIE

,.,

_\

- •
,- , /

I

1

IN ATTACK

TAKING A LEG BAlL
BOOV 8AI..ANCE f'OAWARO
OIAECtLY at::tUNO liNEru: 8AU..

LEfT FOOT MOVES
~
SIOEWA 't$ Bt.ir NOT !lACI(.

M
CATCHING

__. H£40 STIU. .........
-

EYESWATCHINGSAU.

HA1<0SL£VELWIT!'EYU

'

FINGERS SLIGHTLY

S»REAO BUT NOT TENSED

HANDS HAVE •GJVEN'
WITH BA1..L- WHtcH 1$
CAUGHT ct.OSE TO CHEST

EUtOWSWEt.LAWAY
FaQUSJOES

~

RIGHT FOOT FOLLOWS LEFT
•

@)~

BODVMASPtVOTIEOTO

BRtNG RIGH.l" ARM ANO

SHOULDER INTO LINE
OfiTHAOW

ATTAAGET
~

,•

:1)•

~~

:\

T

-

h

8A TSMAN HAS ~AtVEH THE BALL

TAKING A RISING BALL
OUTSIDE THE OFF STUMP
f HEAOAN0800't'
OIJU;C:TLY BEtitNO
- UNE-GFBALJ..

% HANO$l'AKE 8ALL
CLOSE TO WICX£T
AmJ OtftECTLV
BELOW EYE$
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FIELD PLACING CHART

___

/ ~. \ ..-~
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pitch dimensions
Width of pitch minimum
3.05 m (1 0 ft)

Popping crease

Popping crease

22.9 em
(9 In)

Ea ch stump is
7.62 cm (3 in) apart

1.2,2_m_ -~~>4ft

...c- !:2_2 J.Tl_
4ft

Stump helg ht

2.64 m
(8 ft 8 in)

71.1 em (28 in)

Return crease I Return creas e

'

Length of pitch 20.12 m (22 yards) stumps
to stumps

ball delivery positions

For quicker pitches
and quicker bowlers
Bou ncar

____..,.

Direction of bat I
Long hop

Sou ncer

I

Good length

For slower pitches
and slower bowlers

·I

Short of
a length

I

Good length

and

dir'ection

Half volley

'

-<
0..,
'7\

..,

•

Full toss o

<D

I

•
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Byes

Six t•uns

Leg byes

Four runs

No ballt

One short (indication to
ignore that ball)

Out

wide
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